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Boxing trainer Bobby Mayne has a knockout knowledge to
share.

Bobby Mayne is a boxing trainer, official and author out of Perth, Western Australia. He started

training in 1981 at the age of 14. A year later he earned a silver medal at the State Novice

competition. In 1983 he won the Junior Golden Gloves championship.
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During the years in Australian army Mayne represented his unit wining numerous titles. In 1987

he was honorably discharged. He then spent several years training and competing in the UK,

where he had an opportunity to spar a former WBC world featherweight champion Paul ‘Hoko’

Hodkinson. In addition Mayne has also trained at Gleason’s Gym in New York.

Bobby Mayne returned to Australia in 1990. Ever since he has always been on demand as a

trainer with his “Boxrite” system of teaching. He has coached and assisted numerous world class

fighters in Boxing, MMA and Muay Thai including Daniel “The Rock” Dawson and Vitaly Gurkov.

Topping up the bill, in May 2009 Mayne has released the 250-page book “The Art of Boxing: You

Guide to the Sweet Science“. He has recently posted several hand-written drafts on 

Instagram profile. He also shares multiple educational blocks out of the book itself on 

Facebook page.

Lastly Bobby Mayne informed that he is now also available to conduct seminars. He aspires to

deliver his 40-year knowledge to the current generation of boxing.

Misagh Norouzi

Misagh Norouzi is a Muay Thai fighter from Perth, Australia. He is an author and production

assistant at FIGHTMAG.
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